OBJECTIVE. The risk of invasive colorectal cancer in colorectal polyps correlates with lesion size. Our purpose was to define the most accurate methods for measuring polyp size at CT colonography (CTC) using three models of workstations and multiple observers.
OBJECTIVE. The risk of invasive colorectal cancer in colorectal polyps correlates with lesion size. Our purpose was to define the most accurate methods for measuring polyp size at CT colonography (CTC) using three models of workstations and multiple observers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS. Six reviewers measured 24 unique polyps of known size (5, 7, 10 , and 12 mm), shape (sessile, flat, and pedunculated), and location (straight or curved bowel segment) using CTC data sets obtained at two doses (5 mAs and 65 mAs) and a previously described colonic phantom model. Reviewers measured the largest diameter of polyps on three proprietary workstations. Each polyp was measured with lung and soft-tissue windows on axial, 2D multiplanar reconstruction (MPR), and 3D images.
RESULTS. There were significant differences among measurements obtained at various settings within each workstation (p < 0.0001). Measurements on 2D images were more accurate with lung window than with soft-tissue window settings (p < 0.0001). For the 65-mAs data set, the most accurate measurements were obtained in analysis of axial images with lung window, 2D MPR images with lung window, and 3D tissue cube images for Wizard, Advantage, and Vitrea workstations, respectively, without significant differences in accuracy among techniques (0.11 < p < 0.59). The mean absolute error values for these optimal settings were 0.48 mm, 0.61 mm, and 0.76 mm, respectively, for the three workstations. Within the ultralow-dose 5-mAs data set the best methods for Wizard, Advantage, and Vitrea were axial with lung window, 2D MPR with lung window, and 2D MPR with lung window, respectively. Use of nearly all measurement methods, except for the Vitrea 3D tissue cube and the Wizard 2D MPR with lung window, resulted in undermeasurement of the true size of the polyps.
CONCLUSION. Use of CTC computer workstations facilitates accurate polyp measurement. For routine CTC examinations, polyps should be measured with lung window settings on 2D axial or MPR images (Wizard and Advantage) or 3D images (Vitrea). When these optimal methods are used, these three commercial workstations do not differ significantly in acquisition of accurate polyp measurements at routine dose settings.
omputed tomography colonography (CTC) has been shown to be an effective structural examination of the colon after incomplete endoscopy and compares favorably with established colorectal cancer screening alternatives [1] [2] [3] [4] . When a polyp is found on CTC, referral for endoscopic polypectomy is warranted for lesions larger than 1 cm in diameter, for which the risk of malignancy exceeds 4% and the risk of high-grade dysplasia is greater than 20%. For polyps measuring 5-9 mm, however, in which the risk of malignancy is 1% and the risk of dysplasia is considerably less at 2-7%, referring clinicians do not always uniformly recommend endoscopy, often balancing the risks of endoscopy and polypectomy with those of other comorbid conditions (e.g., advanced age, anticoagulation, and previous difficulty with sedation) [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this clinical setting, accurate polyp measurement is essential in helping referring clinicians gauge the risks and benefits of recommending endoscopic polypectomy once a polyp smaller than 1 cm is found on CTC.
Accurate differentiation of polyps measuring 5-10 mm can be critical for treatment choice at CTC, because accurate measurement affects triage of patients to follow-up imaging versus immediate optical colonoscopy [9] . Our purpose was to define the most accurate and reproducible method of measuring polyps on CTC using multiple reviewers and computer workstations.
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Materials and Methods
Six reviewers measured polyps of known size using a phantom colon model [10] . The phantom was constructed of glass and designed to model a colon 5 cm in diameter. Polyps were purposefully placed along curved and straight segments and on haustral folds (Fig. 1) . The air-filled phantom was submerged in a 28-cm-diameter water bath (with attenuation of the water bath simulating the body cavity before scanning.
The phantom contained polyps mechanically milled to precise sizes and shapes from plastic polymer (Solidwater, Gammex RMI). At our acquisition parameters, attenuation of a solid block of polymer was 7.5 ± 14.6 H at 65 mAs and 7.1 ± 60 H at 5 mAs. Twenty-four polyps of four known size groups (5, 7, 10, and 12 mm) and of three uniform shapes (pedunculated, sessile, and flat) were used for measurement comparisons. Pedunculated polyps were defined as having a stalk connecting to the colon wall and of less circumference than the polyp head (head diameter equal to stalk height in our phantom); sessile polyps as having a base diameter equal to polyp height; and flat polyps as having a base diameter twice polyp height. Polyps of each size and shape were selected within curved and straight segments of the phantom. The phantom was scanned with an 8-MDCT scanner (LightSpeed Ultra, GE Healthcare) at doses of 5 mAs and 65 mAs (2.5-mm slice thickness, 1.25-mm reconstruction interval, pitch of 1.35, 27 mm/s table speed, 120 kVp, 0.5-second rotation time, 10-mA and 130-mA tube currents).
Three workstations were studied: Wizard (Syngo colonography, Siemens Medical Solutions), Advantage Windows 4.2 (3.0.58F Voxtool colonography, GE Healthcare), and Vitrea 2 (colonography version 3.5, Vital Images). Each of the six reviewers measured polyps with two of the three workstations (reviewers 1 and 2 used Advantage and Wizard; reviewers 3 and 4 used Vitrea and Advantage; and reviewers 5 and 6 used Wizard and Vitrea). Five of the six reviewers had completed a previously described CTC training course using a laptop computer module consisting of 50 teaching cases and 50 full CTC data sets [11] . The sixth reviewer had previous training with more than 50 clinical cases. Each reviewer practiced with the assigned workstation before taking measurements. A third investigator, the same in all cases, observed and assisted the reviewers.
Reviewers independently measured 24 polyps using three methods: 2D axial, 2D multiplanar reconstruction (MPR), and 3D volume renderings. Three-dimensional measurements were not taken using the Wizard workstation, which does not support measurements from its 3D perspective, volume-rendered images. Axial and MPR measurements were obtained at default lung (Advantage, 1,500/-600; Vitrea, 1,500/-200; Wizard, 1,500/-400) and soft-tissue (Advantage, 400/20; Vitrea, 400/10; Wizard, 400/40) window settings. All polyps were randomized and labeled before measurement to minimize the chance that a reviewer would measure the wrong polyp. Polyps from each data set were measured five times by each reviewer.
Axial Measurement Method
Selecting from a series of axial images, reviewers determined which image showed the largest dimension of a polyp. The largest diameter was then measured with the linear tool of the workstation. Pedicles of pedunculated polyps were not included as part of the measurement. Measurements were obtained with both lung and soft-tissue windows for the 2D views (axial and MPR) (Fig. 2) .
MPR Measurement Method
In a manner similar to that used for axial measurement, reviewers selected from sagittal, coronal, and oblique series of polyps, measuring from the image displaying the largest diameter (Figs. 3A-3J). This dimension was measured with the linear tool of the workstation.
3D Measurement Method
Measurements from 3D images were obtained with a 3D tissue cube (Vital Images) and endoluminal perspective, volume-rendered images (GE Healthcare). Reviewers viewed all angles of a polyp in 3D, changing the viewing angle to allow the virtual lighting to expose the true edge of a polyp for selection of the image best depicting the largest dimension (Figs. 3K-3P ). Reviewers obtained the measurements with the 3D linear tool of the workstations. Stalks were not included. Reviewers were instructed to use judgment in cursor placement while taking 3D measurements, because even slight misplacement of the cursor from the edge of a polyp to the far wall of the phantom might have led to absurdly large measurements.
Statistical Analysis
Errors in measurements were calculated with the difference between the measured and the actual size of a polyp, the negative or positive value assigned to these differences being retained. Graphical analysis was performed to show the error of each method per workstation for the 65-mAs and 5-mAs data sets. Further statistical analysis was based on absolute differences rather than simple differences, because positive and negative error values might have canceled each other. Within each dose level and within each setting of a workstation, we identified the settings that might be considered the best choices. Analysis of variance for repeated measures was performed to compare settings (analysis of variance with multiple settings as a repeat factor). The results for the B settings identified within a workstation were then compared by paired Student's t test. This procedure was performed for each dose level separately.
Agreement between reviewers was estimated by intraclass correlation and calculated with the combined data from the 65-mAs and 5-mAs data sets.
Results
Error (measured size minus true size) for each method per workstation for the 65-mAs Results from one-factor repeated-measures analysis of variance in the case of each of the three workstations indicated significant differences among measurements at various settings within each machine (p < 0.0001). For all workstations and both dose settings, axial and MPR measurements obtained at lung window settings were more accurate than measurements obtained at soft-tissue-window settings (p < 0.0001). Table 1 shows the combined accuracy of all methods for each workstation at 65 mAs according to polyp size and shape. Table 2 shows the improved accuracy of measurements for each workstation with optimal measuring methods at 65 mAs for polyps of different sizes and shapes. The most accurate methods (per mean error and SD) for each workstation at the 65-mAs dose were 2D MPR with lung window (Advantage), 3D tissue cube (Vitrea), and axial with lung window (Wizard). For these optimal methods at 65 mAs, absolute mean error was 0.61 mm (SD, 0.51 mm; Advantage 2D MPR with lung window), 0.76 mm (SD, 0.79 mm; Vitrea 3D tissue cube), and 0.48 mm (SD, 0.47 mm; Wizard axial with lung window). Table 3 shows the pairwise comparisons between these optimal measurement strategies and among workstations. No workstation performed significantly better than another (p = 0.11-0.60). Figure 4 shows that true polyp size was undermeasured with nearly all methods, except for the Vitrea 3D tissue cube and the Wizard 2D MPR with lung windows.
Accuracy of measurements also varied with intrinsic features of polyps (size and shape) at the 65-mAs dose setting. Across all measurement strategies, pedunculated polyps were more accurately measured than flat polyps (p = 0.01); however, there was no significant difference in measurement accuracy between pedunculated and flat polyps when optimal measurement strategies were used (Table 2) . No statistical differences were seen in pairwise comparisons of other shapes. When all methods of measurement were considered, smaller polyps were associated with more accurate measurements (12-mm polyps vs 10-mm polyps, p = 0.05; 10 mm vs 7 mm, p = 0.71; 10 mm vs 5 mm, p = 0.0005; 7 mm vs 5 mm, p = 0.001). At optimal imaging methods, 12-mm polyps also were measured less accurately than smaller polyps (12 mm vs 10 mm, p = 0.05; 12 mm vs 7 mm, p = 0.07; 12 mm vs 5 mm, p = 0.003; 10 mm vs 7 mm, p = 0.7; 7 mm vs 5 mm, p = 0.17).
For the 5-mAs data set, the most accurate methods (per mean error and SD) for each workstation at the 5-mAs dose were 2D MPR with lung windows (Advantage), 2D MPR with lung windows (Vitrea), and axial with lung windows (Wizard). For these optimal methods at 5 mAs, mean absolute error was 0.51 mm (SD, 0.55 mm; Advantage 2D MPR with lung windows), 0.82 mm (SD, 0.67 mm; Vitrea 2D MPR with lung window), and 0.57 mm (SD, 0.45 mm; Wizard axial with lung window). Table 3 shows the pairwise comparisons between these optimal measurement strategies and among workstations at this very low dose. At the 5-mAs dose, the Advantage 2D MPR with lung window and Wizard 2D axial with lung window methods were more accurate than the Vitrea 2D MPR with lung window method (p = 0.015 and p = 0.017, respectively). Like the observations for 65 mAs, true polyp size was undermeasured with nearly all methods, except for the Vitrea 3D tissue cube and the Wizard 2D MPR with lung windows. As in the higher-dose data sets, significant differences were observed in measurement accuracy between polyps of different shapes and sizes. When all methods of measurement were combined (Table 1) , measurements of pedunculated polyps were more accurate than those of flat polyps (p = 0.008); however, there was no significant difference in measurement accuracy between pedunculated and flat polyps for optimal measurement strategies. Significant differences in accuracy between other shape combinations did not exist (p = 0.07-0.41). As was the case for the 65-mAs data set, 5-mm polyps were measured most accurately and with significant differences compared with the 12-mm polyps (p = 0.01, all methods; p = 0.21, optimal methods) and with the 10-mm polyps (p = 0.02, all methods; p = 0.70, optimal methods).
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Overall the intraclass correlations ranged from 0.07 to 0.46 (slight agreement to moderate agreement). These ranges for the Advantage, Vitrea, and Wizard workstations were 0.23-0.33, 0.07-0.46, and 0.10-0.19, respectively. The average absolute difference in measurements between each pair of reviewers was 0.62 mm (0.59 SD) with optimized measurement strategies and 1.47 mm (1.14 SD) for all measurement strategies pooled.
Discussion
Because polyp size correlates with risk of malignancy and influences the decision to recommend endoscopic polypectomy, it is imperative that radiologists accurately measure polyp size on CTC workstations. Our study showed that although polyps can be measured with a variety of 2D and 3D images at various window settings, there are measurement methods for each workstation that are significantly more accurate than others (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, the mean error in polyp measurement was much less than 1.0 mm for polyps of all shapes and sizes when optimal measuring methods were used on the three workstations we evaluated. We conclude that computer workstations can be used for accurate measurement of polyps across a range of shapes and clinically important sizes.
Radiologists should be familiar with the optimal measurement strategies for the CTC workstations they use. We found that significantly more accurate measurements were obtained with 2D axial and MPR images acquired with lung window settings than with the same or similar 2D images acquired with soft-tissue window settings, regardless of workstation (p < 0.0001).
We found that features intrinsic to polyps themselves may affect measurement accuracy. Pedunculated polyps were measured more accurately than flat ones regardless of dose when all methods of measurement were combined. This finding likely arises from the structure of these polyps, the way they project into the colonic lumen, and the shape of pedunculated polyps in our phantom model. The head of a pedunculated polyp projects into the colonic lumen and is surrounded by air, so both the shape and the marked attenuation difference at the polyp-air border help radiologists define the polyp boundary. Conversely, the edges of a flat polyp are detected only with morphologic clues, because both the polyp and the colonic wall are of soft-tissue attenuation. Polyp shape did not significantly affect measurement accuracy when optimal measurement methods were used, however, because lung window settings presumably allowed better visualization of the edges of flat polyps.
We found that smaller polyps were measured significantly more accurately than larger polyps, both across methods and, considering optimal measurement methods alone, at routine dose settings. Because optimal measurements were obtained from 2D images on two of the workstations we studied (Advantage and Wizard), one explanation may be that the larger polyps become, the more difficult it may be to truly identify the greatest cross-sectional linear measurement, because the polyp is displayed on more images. Pickhardt et al. [12] , using a Viatronix workstation, found that linear measurements from 3D endoluminal images were more accurate than measurements from 2D images. For the workstations we studied, however, these sorts of inaccuracies resulting from 2D images would be of no clinical consequence, because the absolute error resulting from these 2D measurements was less than 1.0 mm and was of the same magnitude described by Pickhardt et al. when they used linear measurement from 3D endoluminal views.
Our study differed in several ways from other studies examining measurement of polyp size on CTC [12] [13] [14] . Most important, we examined polyp measurement using three workstations. Although automated polyp measurements may be more precise and accurate in the future [12] , our goal was to establish optimal measurement strategies for radiologists currently practicing CTC. Our study also included assessment of multiple reviewers and polyps of varying sizes and shapes, so we could test for the effects of these intrinsic polyp features on accuracy of measurement. Finally, we examined polyp measurement using both soft-tissue and lung-window settings.
We recognize several limitations of our study. Technological assessments are necessarily time limited, because technology continues to advance, as with the development of colonography software for automated polyp measurement [12, 13] . In our study the polyps measured were uniform and symmetric. None was pancake flat (e.g., the height of our flat polyps was one half of the width not one fourth or less, as is observed in some cases). Elongated and asymmetric polyps with long axes positioned obliquely to the normal axial plane would favor 3D or MPR oblique methods for more accurate measurement. Comparing image selection (i.e., axial slice number) for measurement accuracy may have been helpful for determining whether this decision was the primary cause of interobserver variability. However, this comparison could have been accomplished only for axial measurements, and the absolute differences between reviewer measurements were small. Furthermore, the Wizard workstation interpolates a data set into a 3D value and does not display axial slice numbers. Our phantom model simulated optimal conditions: No collapsed colon segments or stool interfered with our measurements. All workstations readily allowed 2D axial, sagittal, and coronal imaging, but the ease with which oblique planes could be created likely resulted in more frequent use of 2D MPR measurements on some workstations than on others. This phenomenon may have resulted in slight differences in 2D MPR measurements among workstations but did not affect overall findings.
Although optimal methods for measuring polyp size vary among CTC workstations, these workstations allow highly accurate measurement of polyps. The methods do not differ significantly in facilitating accurate polyp measurement at routine dose settings. True polyp size was undermeasured with nearly all methods, although by a small amount. Small polyps were more accurately measured than large polyps. Mean absolute 122.fm -11/30/06 error for the best-performing methods for each workstation ranged from 0.48 to 0.76 mm at 65 mAs. If linear measurements of polyp size are obtained from 2D images, lung window settings should be used.
